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This audiobook set includes three valuable and best-selling prepping guide, including: Hunting,

Trapping, Fishing and Outdoor Cooking How to Survive with Edible Bugs and Learning

Entomophagy How to Survive by Foraging for Edible Plants These three guides are must haves for

anyone who is starting out with camping and wilderness survival. You'll learn about:Finding food

sources like plants that can sustain you indefinitely Bugs and insects that are edible and high in

protein Trapping small game and preparing meals when you've been left with nothing
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This book really expanded my knowledge of prepping. I was already interested in this powerful skill

set. Though, after reading this book I now can see how little I actually knew. The book is packed

with useful information that will help you prepare and even survive when the SHTF event occurs.

There are many things going on that give you plenty of reason to be concerned whether AI, robots,

drones, spying, global warming, nanotech, biotech or many of other fields of science advancing

faster than we can ask the question of whether they ought to be explored or not. This book will

prepare you for all of these events!

In times of disaster, we have no time to think about what to do next, nor how to act. Most probably,

the first thing you think about when it comes survival is water and food. However, there is much

more than just having food and water with you if you want to survive. This book is a great guide and

might higher the chance of your survival when that time comes. A kind of a book that everyone



should have.

Survival prepping is the method of preparing for the emergencies when we are at out. This book

â€œSurvival Prepping Hunting, Fishing, Foraging, Trapping and Eating Insects 3 Books in 1

prepping to Surviveâ€• guides on the same as title says. We have complete guide on hunting,

fishing, trapping and eating. Other survival prepping is self-defense training, Stockpile food and

water and so many things. A very good book for those who goes out for exploring.

Although it does have good ideas and instructions for some the pictures are useless in black and

white. I do know cattails, dandelions and I did recognize Jennifer Lawrence in the Hunger Games.

The other plant pictures - no idea what they really look like.Basic instructions for fires, fishing,

trapping were good and easy to follow. Foraging for plant food not so good.

I think this is a great box set for people that are beginning to think about starting to prepare for a

survival situation. It should give the reader a solid foundation and a quick thought process of what

one might need to contemplate if something happens. Even if nothing happens, I feel it's always a

good idea to be prepared if even for a short time. I enjoyed the books and follows suit with the

basics of the other many other types of books of this that I have already read.

This book comes in handy with 3 important survival skills everyone should learn. In this book you'll

find excellent tips in hunting, fishing and foraging. The book is very informative, straightforward and

precise, a much need knowledge everyone should acquire. This is a very interesting book loaded

with helpful information, you'll be fascinated by the edible plants and insects that you'll never think

could be eaten.

Nice book have many information in this book. At the same time, this survival guide makes each

skill easy to understand and accomplish, even for the most inexperienced beginner.The book also

included on the different procedures in to start a fire and build a shelter in different

environment.Thatâ€™s where this book comes in; to help you to prepare for the unexpected to

maximize your chances of survival.It is an enjoyable, and an essential guide to read and share with

the entire family.Nice book I highly recommend for this book.

I chose to give these 3 books a 2 , as the author should have better pictures and descriptions of



what he was trying to explain and show the reader.
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